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to feel like if I don't start soon I'm going to
forget I was planning on starting a soup! I

also don't want to start boiling the watter as
I'm worried it will take forever to get it going.
I have lots of food in the freezer and fridge so

if I start the soup tonight it should be well
ready for Friday. It's going to be a chicken

soup base with lots of different flavours. I'm
going to add chicken, noodles, ham,

mushrooms, onion, carrot, celery, garlic,
parsley, tarragon, thyme, bay leaf, paprika,
pepper and some other stuff I can't think of

at the moment. Oh and a couple of rasberries
for a touch of sweetness. I'm going to simmer
it for 2 hours. Is this a long enough time for it

to cook? 15 Answers 15 If you start an
8-quart pot and fill it with water, you should
be fine. It sounds like you are going to be

simmering for something like 1.5 to 2 hours
-- possibly longer for a very mild soup. Of
course you might never get it all done. I
would use a slow cooker to go along with
your kitchen timer/pot timer. If you are

concerned about forgetting, I would pick a
date on the fridge calendar that is a week or

two in advance, and then make up my
ingredients on that date. As @froofed said,
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you might not finish it in 2 hours. There's
plenty of space to add other ingredients to a
soup once it's started. That said, using a slow

cooker is a good idea. It's a lot easier,
especially if you have any extras to add to

the soup that d0c515b9f4
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=='relationType': return re.compile(

re.escape(relation_type) +
r"\s*:\s*(\S*)").match(name) elif name ==

'isOneToOne': return re.compile(
re.escape(relation_type) +

r"\s*:\s*(\S*)").match(name) else: return
None def filter_fields_for_update(fields): """
Returns a copy of the given fields, modified

for update (they will be updated to match the
current document). """ # In addition to the
fields set in the update document, we will
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include # fields that are referenced but not
set. fields = list(fields) + [ name for name in
update_document.get_all_fields() if name not

in update_document.get_all_fields() ] for
name in fields: # We take care of these

conditions in the value for attr_val below. if
name.startswith('attr_'): continue # When

we're checking a relation attribute,
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